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backgrounds whose experiences are strongly shaped by
addition, no attempt at good teaching and learning can manifest
hardship. Based on capability theorising and student voices,
without having some idea of who teachers are and who they can
the book proposes for policy and practice a set of contextual become. In the main, becoming an authentic teacher can happen
higher education capability domains and corresponding
only in the presence of what it means for teachers to be or become
functionings orientated to more justice and more equality for
transformative, dialectical and imaginative, deconstructive and
each person to have the opportunities to be and to do what
they have reason to value. The book concludes that sufficient friendly, expositors of equality and disruption, eloquent and
material resources are necessary to get into university and
conscientious and spiritual. It is such an understanding, which the
flourish while there; the benefits of a university education
authors advance and dare to cultivate in our institutions of primary,
should be rich and multi-dimensional so that they can result in secondary and higher learning.
BRICS: building education for the future; priorities for national
functionings in all areas of life as well as work and future
development and international cooperation IAP
South African Schooling: The Enigma of Inequality Lexington Books
study; the inequalities and exclusion of the labour market and
Education in Southern Africa is a comprehensive critical reference guide to
When Sir Claus Moser said in his Presidential Address to the British
pathways to further study must be addressed by wider
education in the region. With chapters written by an international team of
Association (1990) that central to all school problems is the state of the
economic and social policies for 'inclusive learning outcomes'
leading regional education experts, the book explores the education
teaching profession, he was expressing a widely held view. The decade of
to be meaningful; and that universities ought to be doing more
systems of each country in the region. With chapters covering Botswana,
the 1980s in many English-speaking countries has done little to improve
to enable black working-class students to participate and
Lesotho, Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland
the morale and work conditions of teachers in publicly provided education.
succeed. Low-Income Students, Human Development and
and Zimbabwe, the book critically examines the development of education
The gap between the public rhetoric which acknowledge the importance of
Higher Education in South Africa makes an original
provision in each country as well as local and global contexts. Including a
teachers and the realities which teachers experience remains very great.
contribution to capabilitarian scholarship: conceptually in
comparative introduction to the issues facing education in the region as a
With reference to England and Wales this timely and critically stimulating
theorising a South-based multi-dimensional student well-being
whole and guides to available online datasets, this handbook will be an
book examines the issues which have to be addressed in the 1990s. It
higher education matrix and a rich reconceptualisation of
essential reference for researchers, scholars, international agencies and
provides an agenda for educational policies and practices which take
learning outcomes, as well as empirically by conducting
policy-makers at all levels.
seriously the importance of teachers as key agents for realizing equal
rigorous, longitudinal in-depth mixed-methods research on
Faculty Perspectives on Vocational Training in South Africa
educational opportunities for all.
students' lives and experiences in higher education in South
AFRICAN SUN MeDIA
Africa. The audience for the book includes higher education Funding Your Education Transaction Publishers
This book explores learning outcomes for low-income rural
Nuraan Davids and Yusef Waghid make the argument that
researchers, international capabilitarian scholars,
and township youth at five South African universities. The
philosophy and education are intertwined as action
practitioners and policy-makers.
book is framed as a contribution to southern and AfricaDisrupting Higher Education Curriculum Routledge
concepts with the potential to affect teacher education
centred scholarship, adapting Amartya Sen's capability
Who are our teachers? Should we care about who teaches our
practices. This book addresses pertinent philosophical
approach and a framework of key concepts: capabilities,
concepts in education and how these concepts impact
functionings, context, conversion factors, poverty and agency children? Because who they are, matters. It matters because who
to investigate opportunities and obstacles to achieved student teachers are, manifests in how they teach. The authors’ analyses
teaching, learning, and management as classroom
outcomes. This approach allows a reimagining of 'inclusive
of prominent teachers in Anglo-Saxon philosophy of education
practices.
learning outcomes' to encompass the multi-dimensional value and Muslim philosophy of education, coupled with their own
Drum OECD Publishing
of a university education and a plurality of valued cognitive
narratives of what it means to be and become a teacher inform the Adult learning systems play a crucial role in helping people
and non-cognitive outcomes for students from low-income

central theme of this book, namely that teachers do matter. In

adapt to the changing world of work and develop relevant
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skills. Community Education and Training has been brought
should be? This book advances the notion of decency in research was funded by the Ford Foundation and the project
forward as a possible way to foster adult learning in South
relation to democracy, and is underpinned by an analysis conducted in consultation with the Department of Education.
Africa, especially among disadvantaged groups. South Africa ... of meaningful, critically-engaged education. Is it enough to Teacher Preparation in South Africa HSRC Press
Higher Education Financing in East and Southern Africa
Springer
Identifying skills shortages as the major prevention of achieving
targeted economic growth rates, this monograph explores nine key
professions and trades, demonstrating evidence of scarcity in most
fields. Culled from the expertise of scholars and consultants
throughout South Africa, this reference provides important insights
into the reasons for these shortages and surpluses for both local
and international markets. Providing insight into the complexities of
the postapartheid South African labor market regarding skills,
qualifications, and employment practices, this report is vital for
planners, policymakers, economists, and sociologists.

be kind, nice, generous and hopeful when we can also see
signs of rampant, entrenched and debilitating racism,
sexism, poverty, violence, injustice, war and other social
inequalities? If democracy is intended to be a legitimating
force for good, how does education inform democracy?
What types of knowledge, experience, analysis and being
are helpful to bring about newer, more meaningful and
socially just forms of democracy? Throughout some twenty
chapters from a range of international scholars, this book
includes three sections: Constructing Meanings for
Democracy and Decency; Justice for All as Praxis; and
Teacher Preparation in South Africa Frontiers Media SA
Social Justice in Action for Democracy, Decency, and
Democracy can mean a range of concepts, covering
everything from freedoms, rights, elections, governments, Diversity: International Perspectives. The underlying
thread that is interwoven through the texts is a critical
processes, philosophies and a panoply of abstract and
reappraisal of normative, hegemonic interpretations of how
concrete notions that can be mediated by power,
positionality, culture, time and space. Democracy can also power is infused into the educational realm, and,
importantly, how democracy can be re-situated and rebe translated into brute force, hegemony, docility,
compliance and conformity, as in wars will be decided on formulated so as to more meaningfully engage society and
the basis of the needs of elites, or major decisions about education.
Game Ranch Management Springer Nature
spending finite resources will be the domain of the few
over the masses, or people will be divided along the lines The book will focus on the emergence of a racially-divided
system of teacher preparation and its dismantling postof race, ethnicity, class, religion, etc. because it is
apartheid. It will explore the policies and politics of discrepant
advantageous for maintaining exploitative political
pathways to teacher preparation within the context of
systems in place to do so. Often, these frameworks are
international and comparative trends.
developed and reified based on the notion that elections
Advanced Learning A&C Black
give the right to societies, or segments of societies, to
The research reflected in this volume indicates that in South Africa
install regimes, institutions and operating systems that are there are almost three million youth between the ages of 18 and 24
who are not in education, training or employment-a situation which
then supposedly legitimated and rendered infinitely just
points not only to a grave wastage of talent, but also to the
because formal power resides in the hands of those
dominating forces. This book is interested in advancing a possibility of serious social disruption. The authors in this work paint
a picture of the enormous reservoir of human talent which exists in
critical analysis of the hegemonic paradigm described
the country, but is not provided with the means to develop.
above, one that seeks higher levels of political literacy and Responding to the Educational Needs of Post-School Youth
consciousness, and one that makes the connection with
attempts not only to sketch the scope and extent of the current postschool educational crisis, but also to explore possible solutions
education. What does education have to do with
through collaboration in the higher education sector. The findings
democracy? How does education shape, influence,
reported here are a result of three distinctive but linked research
impinge on, impact, negate, facilitate and/or change the
components conducted by the Further Education and Training
context, contours and realities of democracy? How can we Institute (University of Western Cape), the Centre for Higher
teach for and about democracy to alter and transform the Education Transformation, and the Southern Africa Labour and
essence of what democracy is, and, importantly, what it
Development Research Unit (university of Cape Town). The

This insightful book offers a new and innovative tool in the
study of development. The authors propose ‘The Overall
Development Model’ which provides a strategy for longterm, sustainable and adaptable development for
countries around the globe. Starting with a comprehensive
study into what development is and how it is achieved,
Development Management of Transforming Economies
critically analyzes current development schemes within
transforming economies and examines their various actors
both international and local, public and private. It
examines the implementation of health, education and
economic strategies of countries in Africa and Asia that
have either undergone a development process,
experienced slow but steady progress, or are just
beginning to pursue a development strategy. In
considering human development as a whole, the authors
assert a new method of development that includes the
developing population, and highlights the need for
countries to define their own unique development process.
Guidelines and Application Forms Multilingual Matters
`Each chapter in the book is firmly rooted in research and is
well referenced as one would expect of such a book. It will be
of particular use to people with an academic interest in this
aspect of school management but will also be thoughtprovoking for those who are involved in the development of the
curriculum within their institution' - escalate This book explores
many of the new aspects of the core business of schools and
colleges, that is, the curriculum. Keeping the focus clearly on
learning and teaching, the contributors explore the practical
issues for managers at institutional level, within the context of
their need to understand and analyze key educational values
and principles. Part One presents overviews of theories and
models of curriculum, while Part Two examines how these are
applied through planning, monitoring and evaluating. Part
Three explores in detail the various managerial roles within
schools and colleges from leaders to those responsible for
cross-curriculum work and special educational needs. The
fourth part discusses the importance of effectively managing
resources for the curriculum - the environment, support staff
and finance. Contributors use empirical research evidence to
analyze current curriculum trends whilst proposing various new
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unconventional or alternative paths to success. In a clearly presented
format, the book includes advice on legal matters, identifying
appropriate courses, sourcing study material, tips on
entrepreneurship, financing tertiary studies and the testimonies of
successful homeshooled graduates. Homeschooling High School is
Skills Shortages in South Africa Emerald Group Publishing
The book will focus on the emergence of a racially-divided system of a comprehensive guide to plotting a path through high school and
teacher preparation and its dismantling post-apartheid. It will explore beyond.
Managing the Curriculum UNESCO
the policies and politics of discrepant pathways to teacher
Discomfort with the inappropriateness of university curricula has met
preparation within the context of international and comparative
with increasing calls for disruptive actions to revitalise higher
trends.
education. This book, conceived to envision an alternative
Low-Income Students, Human Development and Higher
emancipatory curriculum, explores the historical, ideological,
Education in South Africa Springer
philosophical and theoretical domains of higher education curricula.
This book enters the discourse of the scholarship of teaching and
The authors acknowledge that universities have been and continue
learning in higher education in Africa. The book provides critical
insights comprising topical themes from transformation, citizenship to be complicit in perpetuating cognitive damage through symbolic
violence associated with indifference to the pernicious effects of
and gender, researching to ethical perspectives of teaching and
race categorisation, gender inequalities, poverty, rising
learning.
unemployment and cultural hegemony, as they continue to frame
Development Management of Transforming
curricula, cultures and practices. The book contemplates the project
Economies African Minds
of undoing cognitive damage, offering glimpses to redesign
Practitioners give insights on building and satisfying
curriculum in the 21st century. The contributors, international
demand for evaluation in developing countries and on the scholars, emergent and expert researchers, include different
use of evaluation findings to improve decision making on nationalities, orientations and positionalities, constituting an
development policies and programs." "This volume offers interdisciplinary ensemble which collectively provides a rich
commentary on higher education curriculum as we know it and
useful insights into methods for evaluating the
where we think it could be in the future. The edited volume is a
effectiveness of development and assessing the
catalytic tool for disrupting canonised rituals of practice in higher
performance of development aid and aid
education. “It has been a while since a scholarly book, so
authoritative in its claims and innovative in its concepts, threatens to
agencies."--BOOK JACKET.
shake up the curriculum field at its foundations. Rich in metaphor
Democracy and Decency AFRICAN SUN MeDIA
Covering all areas of student finance, this title provides advice and meaning, the superbly written chapters challenge a field that
for students on how to plan their money for the years of study, once more became moribund as we settled (sic) far too comfortably
as well as including information on what to do should they get into accepting handed-down frames and fictions about knowledge,
authority, power and agency that imprint ‘cognitive damage’ on
into debt.
those forced to the margins of schools and universities. Disrupting
Postgraduate Study in South Africa Emerald Group Publishing
Higher Education Curriculum demonstrates, however, that it is in
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.
fact from those margins of the education enterprise that academics,
Clarity for Lawyers OECD Publishing
teachers and learners can see more clearly how patterns of thought
Prospective homeschoolers are parents looking for an alternative to and action hold us back from placing and experiencing our African
the mainstream educational system for their offspring. But
humanity at the centre of the curriculum.” – Jonathan Jansen,
homeschooling children at high school level strikes fear into even
Rector and Vice Chancellor of the University of the Free State,
the most dedicated of homeschoolers. They need information and
South Africa
answers to their questions. And with the current educational and
unemployment problems in South Africa, young people need clear
direction and guidance to help them achieve their goals. In addition
to exploring the popular ways to gaining a recognised matric
certificate outside the formal school system, Homeschooling High
School also challenges readers to rethink their values, particularly
the value they place on certification, and to consider some

models which are likely to emerge in the 21st century.
Evaluating Development Effectiveness BRILL
This report identifies effective strategies to tackle skills
imbalances in South Africa.
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